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Things We
Love
Vintage Vibes

We’re smitten with the
dreamy lineup of retroinspired gowns by designer
Trista Smith’s Reclamation
label (etsy.ca/shop/
reclamationbytrista) based
in Victoria, British Columbia.
“My line fuses reclaimed
fabrics with new materials
to create one-of-a-kind
pieces infused with meaning,
intention and purpose,”
Smith explains. “My current
collection merges the sultry
silhouettes of the Roaring
’20s with all the romance of
boho-chic style. The results
are dresses that flow and
move with weighty crochet
lace and have sleeves for
days.”—Alison McGill

Dream Heels

For almost five years, The September
(theseptember.com) has been a go-to
online destination for well-heeled Canadian
fashionistas in the know. Now, with the
opening of their first retail location in
Toronto, “it” shoes from brands
like Jimmy Choo, Alexandre
Birman, Aquazzura and
Lanvin are even more
accessible—great
news for brides
wanting to splurge
on designer wedding
footwear.—J.O.
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Chic
Stackers

Best
Dressed

The tuxedo is the chicest choice for
style-savvy grooms and according
to Shannon Steward, head buyer at
Harry Rosen, the hautest look is the
one-button, peak-lapel tuexedo like
this one from Canali. “This classic
style has endured the test of time,”
Steward says. “It’s timeless and
elegant. Any groom (or groomsman)
wearing this can have confidence
he is going to be a seriously sharpdressed man.—A.M.

Canadian jewellery
retailer bluboho
(bluboho.com) is
the place to stock
up on cool stackers
to complement
your engagement
ring—they have a
beautifully curated
selection of delicate
pieces conveying
a sense of freespirited luxury.
Shop in store or
online for everything
from Nora Kogan’s
coveted 14-karat
gold “Mrs.” signet
rings to bluboho’s
own exclusive line of
diamond-adorned
bands.—Jen O’Brien.

Affordable
Luxury

Birks has launched a new line of engagement rings
every budget-conscious couple will adore. The Birks
Bloom collection includes a stunning selection of timeless
diamond solitaires set in 18-karat gold. Ranging from $2,995
for a half-carat centre stone to $8,995 for a one-carat
diamond, these perennial classics boast iconic Birks
glamour at a fraction of the price. Birks (maisonbirks.com)
exclusively uses Canadian diamonds, which are ethically
sourced and engraved with a maple leaf and unique
diamond identification number.—J.O.
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